
Being an Assertive Communicator

As a person with disabilities, you may experience difficult conversations or microaggres-
sions at work. Assertive communication will help you to minimise conflict, to control anger, 
to have your needs better met, and to have more positive relationships with colleagues.

People often confuse assertiveness with aggression, because it involves sticking up for 
yourself. But the two are actually quite different:

Here are some tips for practicing assertive communication: 

• Tone and volume of voice: how you say it is as important as what you say. Make sure 
that you sound firm but not aggressive. 

• Make sure your body language matches. Your listener will get mixed messages if you 
are speaking firmly while looking at the floor. 

• Practice often - assertiveness is a skill which requires you to practice in many 
different situations

It’s important to use “I” statements as much as possible when expressing yourself to your 
coworkers or bosses. It tells people how you feel, rather than being accusing.

Try to follow this template: 

“I feel (emotion) because (your disability) when (the situation you are struggling with). 
An accommodation that would help is (accommodation).”

An example of this “I” statement is: 

“I feel confused by these instructions because I don’t process spoken instructions 
when they’re given to me very quickly. An accommodation that would help is also 
providing these instructions in writing so I can read them, make sure I understand 
them, and refer back to them.”

Adapted from: Centre for Clinical Interventions – Assertive Communication  

Aggression Assertiveness 
Force your needs or opinions onto others Express your needs clearly but respectfully  
Often involves bullying or pushing others 
around 

Others are treated with respect 

Only your needs matter Considers the needs of others as well as 
others  

No compromise Often compromise 
Damages relationships Stronger relationships 
May lead to shouting or physical 
aggression 

Using clear language to get point across 

Damages self-esteem Builds self-esteem  
 

https://www.cci.health.wa.gov.au/~/media/CCI/Mental%20Health%20Professionals/Interpersonal/Interpersonal%20-%20Information%20Sheets/Interpersonal%20Information%20Sheet%20-%2003%20-%20Assertive%20Communication.pdf

